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MONTREUX, Switzerland — A United Nations envoy met delegations from Syria's
government and its foes on Lake Geneva on Thursday, trying to salvage peace talks after
an acrimonious start by focusing on local ceasefires and prisoner swaps rather than a political
deal.

The first day of the talks on Wednesday was dominated by fierce rhetoric from President
Bashar Assad's government and its foes. Brought together for the first time in almost three
years of war, each accused the other of atrocities and showed no sign of compromise.

Wednesday's opening ceremony saw global powers vigorously defend their sides, with
Western countries, Arab states and Turkey all joining the opposition in demanding
a transitional government that would exclude Assad. Russia, his main global supporter, said
the focus of talks should be on fighting "terrorism," a word the Syrian government applies
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to all of its armed opponents.

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov played down the contentious speeches that opened
the talks, and emphasized the positive: "As expected, the sides came up with rather emotional
rhetoric. They blamed one another," he told reporters.

"For the first time in three years of bloody conflict … the sides, for all their accusations,
agreed to sit down at the negotiating table."

Lavrov said after talks on Wednesday that the rival Syrian delegations said they would sit
down for direct talks on Friday and that they should start with confidence-building measures.

Lavrov held talks with Syrian Foreign Minister Walid al-Moualem and Syrian opposition
leader Ahmed Jarba on Wednesday, urging the opposition and its foreign backers not to focus
exclusively on leadership change in Damascus.

French Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius, one of the staunchest backers of the opposition, said:
"Hope exists, but it is fragile. We must continue because the solution to this terrible Syrian
conflict is political and needs us to continue discussions."

Among the many difficulties with the process, the opposition delegation does not include
the al Qaida-linked Sunni Islamist militant groups who control much of the territory in rebel
hands and have denounced those attending the talks as traitors.

More than 130,000 people are believed to have been killed in the Syrian conflict, nearly a third
of the country's 22.4 million people have been driven from their homes, and half are in need
of international aid, including hundreds of thousands in areas cut off by fighting.
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